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Changing the Legacy of Race and Ethnicity:
Conversations for One America
On Wednesday, December 9 at 7 p.m. Dr. Rosemarie Allen will moderate an online panel
presentation titled ‘Talking to Children about Race.’ Rosemarie is President and CEO of
the Institute for Racial Equity & Excellence and a Metropolitan State University of
Denver Associate Professor of Early Childhood Education. This session aims to provide
parents and caregivers with skills to have these discussions at a pivotal time in our shared
history. Register for free and submit your questions for the panelists here.

This is the second event in Colorado Humanities’ “Changing the Legacy of Race &
Ethnicity” series with the goal to drive a broad discussion across our state as well as action
around the issues of race and social justice in our state. The first panel presentation, ‘How
Did We Get Here?’ aired on the Colorado Humanities YouTube and Facebook pages, and
can be viewed by clicking those links.
Our community partners include NAACP Aurora Colorado, History Colorado, Colorado
Anti-Defamation League, Aurora Public Library, Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art,
Colorado Black Chamber of Commerce, Colorado Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Pine
River Library, Colorado Council of Churches, and Mexican Cultural Center Denver.
Our sponsors include The Durango Herald, Arapahoe Libraries, and GroundFloor Media
and CenterTable. Our media sponsors include Rocky Mountain Public Media and The
Durango Herald.
To learn more about this series, click here.

Colorado Gives Day
Please remember Colorado Humanities on December 8, 2020, Colorado Gives
Day!

2021 Colorado Book Awards call for
submissions!
We are accepting submissions for books first published in 2020 by Colorado writers,
editors, illustrators, and photographers. Finalists will be announced in March and read in
April 2021. Winners will be announced in May. Learn more and submit your work here.

Volunteers are needed to help select finalists and winners! Colorado Humanities & Center
for the Book’s Book Awards Advisory Committee assigns volunteer selectors and judges to
panels of diverse readers (e.g., scholars, librarians, booksellers, teachers, and writers)
from across the state. Selectors help choose three finalist books in a Colorado Book
Award category and then Judges help choose a Colorado Book Award winner from the
three finalists. If you are interested in volunteering to select or judge for the 2021 Colorado
Book Awards, please submit an application. Details can be found here.

More News

Poiesis Oasis

Friends of the Lyons Regional Library

Calling all poets and poetry lovers!
The Denver Project for Humanistic Inquiry,
one of our CH Cares Humanities Relief

Tonight! The Friends of the Lyons
Regional Library will host Colorado Book

Grant recipients, is hosting a virtual poetry
lounge called #PoiesisOasis. Simply visit

Award winner Pam Houston for a reading

their Instagram or Facebook page to

at 7 p.m. Register for free here.

view (and submit) videos!

Workplace Age Discrimination Summit

On Friday, November 20 at 10 a.m. join a
Zoom summit focused on addressing
workplace age discrimination in Colorado
in a collective, systemic way. Hosted by
Changing the Narrative in Colorado, the
Bell Policy Center, Larimer County Elevate
Training Program, CU Anschutz
Multidisciplinary Center on Aging,
Colorado Senior Lobby and iAging, the
program will include personal narratives,
presentations by legal experts, and
breakout groups for participants to get
involved. Register for free here.

Exploring the Humanities in American
Life
The American Academy will host a
conversation following up on the new
report about The Humanities in
American Life. Ken Burns, Brenda
Thomson (Arizona Humanities), and Kevin
Young (Schomburg Center for Research
in Black Culture) will discuss some of the
implications of the findings, and what they
mean for ongoing and future outreach to
the public.
Please register to attend.

Please forward our news to a friend!
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